
I spent several years looking for the quickest fix, the miracle pill, and newest diet fad which all led to initial 
weight loss in the first week or so but even more weight gain after. I was the stereotypical yo-yo dieter. After 
destroying my metabolism over those years I was approaching my senior year of college and my goal was to 
be my thinnest I could be so I would look “good” for spring break and graduation. I accomplished this goal, 
but at the sacrifice of fun and friends. I was proud of myself on the days I would get in bed with only having 
eaten an apple and a few slices of turkey (I mean… really?!) I kept calories lower than 900, with the goal 
of 500 a day all while spending an average of 3 hours in the gym a day with extra walks before and after. 
I graduated and real life happened.  I ballooned up 43 pounds within the first year. I didn’t have the time 
or the ability to workout 3+ hours a day and by this point I had started binge eating. With my metabolism 
where it was, the weight stuck no matter what I tried.

I found Joey and AdoFitness at the end of 2015 and my life has not been the same! Joey has provided the 
best insight in regards to nutrition and “trusting the process.” I was the epitome of you can’t out exercise a 
bad diet. Joey has helped me recover my metabolism and find my love for fitness again. I am now eating 
around 2,000 calories a day and doing very little cardio. The most amazing thing is that I have lost weight 
throughout this entire process! Trusting Joey has been the best decision I have ever made. I am fitting in to 
clothes I thought I would never get on my body again and the best part is that I enjoy going out and having 
fun again all while losing weight! I would HIGHLY recommend working with Joey and AdoFitness!

- KATIE SAMPSON


